CANADA'S PREMIUM NATURE LABEL
DIGITALLY RECORDED SOUNDS OF THE CANADIAN WILDERNESS ON CD
WOODLAND SUMMER • ECD1101
Digitally recorded sounds of the Canadian Wilderness. Recorded in the spring & summer by
Paul LaChapelle. The enlivening sounds of early morning fold gently into the repose of a lazy
afternoon. Songbirds fill the air as the music of a passing stream lingers in the background
meadows. These are the wilderness sounds of a Woodland Summer.

Sounds Of The Wilderness

Midnight Sounds from the Wild

“I went into the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front only the essential facts of life, and
see if I could not learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover that I had
not lived.” From Walden - Henry David Thoreau

NIGHTSCAPES: Midnight Sounds From The Wild • ECD1103
As a cloak of evening darkness gradually descends, the natural world awakens with a chorus of
nocturnal wildlife. Recorded in Massasauga Provincial Park and other remote locations, this
Sounds of the Wilderness CD employs innovative recording techniques, such as the capture
of sounds from a slowly moving canoe. This immersive effect, developed by engineer Paul
LaChapelle, gives the listener a 3D sound experience of actually being in the wilderness.
Featured Nature Sounds: Spring peeper frogs, warbler frogs, bullfrogs, loons, coyotes,
an owl, a beaver and a wide variety of birds and insects.

Sounds Of The Wilderness

LAKESIDE SAVANNAH • ECD1105

Sounds Of The Wilderness

Located on the southernmost tip of the island of Prince Edward County, Ontario, Canada. The
Petre Nature Preserve also known as Point Petre is home to over 337 species of aquatic and
land birds and contains one of the largest great blue heron rookeries in Ontario. “LAKESIDE
SAVANNAH” captures the daytime and nighttime moods of various environments of the
Petre Nature Preserve using state-of-the-art digital audio recording and exquisite wilderness
photography. Featured Nature Sounds: Great Lake Ontario surf, Canada geese, great blue herons,
red wing blackbirds, kingfisher, seagulls, terns, woodpecker, morning doves, peeper frogs, warbler
frogs, bullfrogs, crickets, plus birdcalls from many other species of birds.

SOUNDS OF THE CANADIAN WILDERNESS WITH MUSIC ON CD

WILDERNESS MYSTERIUM
ECD1102•Stephen Bacchus
Tim Clement •Mychael Danna
Embark on a journey into the mysterious
heart of the Wilderness. Hear the calls of
the wild mix with music inspired by the
grandeur of ancient forests and faraway
landscapes. These places, beyond the reach
of most except in their imagination are
The Wilderness Mysterium.

WATERHAVEN • ECD1104

A GRADUAL AWAKENING • EM0906

Stephen Bacchus • Tim Clement
Mychael Danna
WATER, the fundamental element of all
life -- the symbol for fertility, purification
and rebirth. An odyssey of “water
havens” each exploring different aspects
of this primary element. Expansive
musical expressions accompany majestic
ocean surf and intimate flowing streams.

Danna & Clement • This is environmental music
from the great Canadian shield, majestic rugged
land of lakes and forest, loons and timber wolves.
Danna & Clement’s warm gentle portraits
also evoke something deeper -- the moods and
character of this land, revealed from a long,
knowing connection with it. Here is the heart of
the deep northwoods expressed in the tone-poems
of Danna & Clement”. - Anna Turner*
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